
DIMENSIONS
Height 2,340 mm |  Diameter 240 mm |  Weight 6 kg

SUSPENDED
CEILING LIGHT
CONTACT
Designer
Guillaume Bloget

Description
The lampshade in cone shape is entirely
made in mouth-blown glass (in one
piece). The base of the cone (closed) is
sandblasted to soften the diffusion of the
light emitted by the LED module located
at the top of the cone. The LED support
is made of machined aluminium with a
brushed finish. Dimensions of the
lampshade: Height = 31 cm for a ø of 34
cm at its base. Ø from the opening to the
top of the cone = 7.3 cm. 2 m metal
cable, adjustable height by means of a
“coulistop”. 2.50 meter transparent PVC
electrical cable. Brushed aluminium
lacquered ceiling fitting + transparent
epoxy varnish; diameter 12 cm H= 3 cm.
12V LED module of 4.5 W, with a
diffusion angle of 120°, colour
temperature 2700K (warm white), 1100
Lumens. LEDs are interchangeable (at
the factory). Non-dimmable LED module.

Technical characteristics
The lampshade in cone shape is entirely
made in mouth-blown glass (in one
piece). The base of the cone (closed) is
sandblasted to soften the diffusion of the
light emitted by the LED module located
at the top of the cone. The LED support
is made of machined aluminium with a
brushed finish. Dimensions of the
lampshade: Height = 31 cm for a ø of 34
cm at its base. Ø from the opening to the
top of the cone = 7.3 cm. 2 m metal



cable, adjustable height by means of a
“coulistop”. 2.50 meter transparent PVC
electrical cable. Brushed aluminium
lacquered ceiling fitting + transparent
epoxy varnish; diameter 12 cm H= 3 cm.
12V LED module of 4.5 W, with a
diffusion angle of 120°, colour
temperature 2700K (warm white), 1100
Lumens. LEDs are interchangeable (at
the factory). Non-dimmable LED module.

More information on
www.cinna.fr
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